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Melissa Griffis (Mentors: Elliott Jones & Konrad Winters)

Student will speak on how the technique of rotoscope was used in combination with traditional and digital drawing methods to produce a short animation. She will also talk about the research that went into the project. Her animation will be shown at the end of her talk.

Eirene Espinoza (Mentor: Elliott Jones)

Student will speak on her use of traditional and digital drawing methods in combination with elements of animation to produce architectural renderings inspired by mundane objects. She will talk about her background in interior design as well as the research that went into the project. Her animation will be shown at the end of her talk.

Stefan Hancock (Mentor: Elliott Jones)

Student will discuss his revisiting of the de Stijl Art Movement using computer generated 3D images and animation. From his research, he will talk about the nature of the movement and how he used 3D modeling and animation software for the project. His animation will be shown at the end of his talk.